
Global and Local Concerns Cross Paths in ‘Hopenhagen’

COPENHAGEN — Globes are 
everywhere here. From a truck-size 
piece of globe art adorned with mirrors 
(as if to say, “I am you”) at a Metro stop, 
to a 50-foot canvas sphere projected 
each night at City Hall Square, every 
block seems embroidered with a green 
global consciousness.

For 15,000 visitors attending a climate 
change conference here, the green 
effect is reinforced by some 200 miles 
of dedicated bike lanes on which 
thousands of Danes whisk to and fro, 
managing to look both fashionable and 
sweat-free. Another inescapable sight 
is wind turbines, which provide nearly 
20 percent of Denmark’s electricity 
and have become something of a 
national symbol.

Meanwhile, in the eerie glow of the 
great blue-green ball at City Hall 
Square — part of what’s known here 
as the“Hopenhagen” campaign — 
Christmas shoppers wander through 
a maze of environmentally themed 
displays. A few stop for a brief workout 
at the city’s traditional Christmas 
tree.

This year its white lights can be 
seen only when passers-by take a 
turn on one or more stationary bikes 
around the tree that serve as electric 
generators.

Not all residents are comfortable with 
Hopenhagen. There’s the issue of 
corporate involvement, for example. 
“I’m kind of embarrassed about it,” 
said Jasmina Pless, a native. “Coca-
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Cola is sponsoring this, and that is a little 
bit weird for me.”

Still, cracks in Copenhagen’s green 
facade were easy to spot on Friday at 
the nearby Stroget, a popular car-free 
shopping area in the city center. In the 
late afternoon every shop door was 
propped open, sending clouds of heated 
air into the chilly street.

Some cities impose fi nes on shopkeepers 
who allow excess energy to escape 
through open doors.

But Jan Michael Hansen, the executive 
director of Copenhagen City Center, an 
organization representing shops along 
the three-quarter-mile-long corridor, 
was nonplused. A closed door keeps 
customers away, which is bad for 
business, he explained.

He seemed puzzled that the visitor 
brought it up. “I have never had an 
inquiry like this before,” he said.

Plans and Results

Planners seem to have worked double 
time reinforcing the green bona fi des of 
the conference itself. Bottled water is 
banned (plenty is available on tap), some 
200 bicycles have been made available 
for free use, and limousines shuttling 
dignitaries are fueled with plant waste.

Nonetheless, the United Nations 
estimates that when all of the emissions 
are tallied, the conference will have 
aclimate-warming impact equivalent 
to about 40,500 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide. That is roughly equal to the 
annual emissions of 7,300 typical 
passenger cars.

Most of this is generated by travel to 
and from Copenhagen by the 15,000 
participants (not including thousands 
of journalists).

Fear not, United Nations planners 
say: the greenhouse gases will be 
canceled out through investment in 
an emissions-reduction project in 
Bangladesh.

Groups like Greenpeace are deeply 
skeptical. Tarjei Haaland, a climate 
campaigner for Greenpeace, told The 
Copenhagen Post that claims of being 
“carbon neutral” were effectively 
meaningless.

Money Matters

At the farthest end of a hallway in the 
Bella Center, about 50 journalists and 
environmental campaigners crowded 
into a white cubicle. Word was that 
the investorGeorge Soros was about 
to unveil a fi nancial rescue plan for 
the planet.

The urgent question remains how 
much wealthy countries, which built 
their economies by burning fossil 
fuels, are willing to do for poorer ones 
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Environmental displays in Copenhagen’s City Hall 
Square include pedal-powered smoothies
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that face the climatic consequences.

Mindful that rich countries are 
hamstrung by defi cits and tight budgets, 
Mr. Soros said he had decided to wade 
into the debate on global warming.

He outlined a mechanism to fi ll the 
gap: the creation of a “green fund” 
from transfers of a virtual international 
currency called Special Drawing 
Rights. The currency would be backed 
by International Monetary Fund gold 
reserves, which are overvalued at the 
moment because of the drop in the 
dollar’s value. He estimated that the 
I.M.F. could make up to $100 billion 
available.

In the evening, reporters were still 
awaiting reactions from environmental 

analysts and diplomats, who said they 
had not quite finished digesting the 
plan.

Competing Interests

Interior  Secretary Ken Salazar 
was answering questions about his 
department’s decision to grant drilling 
rights to an oil company when a 
booming voice interrupted from the hall 
at the U.S. Center here.

It was his boss. President Obama’s 
acceptance speech at the Nobel Peace 
Prize ceremony in Oslo was being 
shown on big screens up and down the 
center.

Then both politicians were upstaged.

Rearing tall on its hind legs, a 
polar bear began pacing between 
the room where Mr. Salazar was 
defending Arctic Ocean drilling and 
a TV screen where Mr. Obama was 
defending American intervention in 
Afghanistan.

The bear admonished the president 
in a remarkably human voice. “He’s 
being celebrated now for his promise,” 
it said fi rmly. “Next week, let’s see if 
he can keep it.” 

Upon further inquiry, it was learned 
that the man inside the polar bear suit 
was Brendan Cumming of the Center 
for Biological Diversity, which fi led 
the federal lawsuit that led to the 
predator’s joining the Endangered 
Species List last year.


